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ABSTRACT
The projections from the hippocampal formation to the thalamus were
investigated with both anterograde and retrograde tracers. Horseradish
peroxidase was injected into medial and midline thalamic sites in six cases,
and tritiated amino acids were injected into the hippocampal formation in
nine others, five of which had prior transections of the fornix. Only the
subicular and entorhinal cortices were found to project to the thalamus.
From the subicular cortex, dense bilateral projections were traced through
the fornix to the anterior nuclei, while lighter fornical projections terminated in other rostra1 midline sites, including the nuclei reuniens, centralis
latocellularis, and paraventricularis. These projections arose predoniinantly
from the polymorphic cells which are located in the deepest cellular layers
of the subiculum and prosubiculum. In addition, the subicular cortex was
found to project to the nucleus lateralis dorsalis. The latter project,ion,which
showed evidence of a crude topographic organization, ran either through the
fornix or, unlike the other subicular efferents, through the sublenticular
limb of the internal capsule to form part of the temporopulvinar bundle of
Arnold. The nonfornical projection to the nucleus lateralis dorsalis passed
through the medial pulvinar, where there was some additional termination.
Few, if any, projections from the entorhinal cortex to the thalamus travelled
in the fornix. Rather, the entorhinal efferents were carried in the inferior
thalamic peduncle t o the magnocellular portion of the nucleus medialis
dorsalis, and in the internal capsule and bundle of Arnold to the medial
pulvinar and the nucleus lateralis dorsalis.
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In spite of considerable evidence that there is a substantial system of projections running from the hippocampal
formation to the thalamus, our understanding of these connections in primates has remained surprisingly superficial.
Autoradiographic studies (Rosene and Van Hoesen, '77) and
studies mapping terminal degeneration following surgical
transection of the fornix, one of the major efferent pathways
from the hippocampus (Valenstein and Nauta, '59; Powell,
'73; Poletti and Creswell, '77), have revealed significant
projections to the anterior thalamic nuclei, the nucleus
lateralis dorsalis, and certain midline nuclei. However, the
pattern of termination within these nuclei has not been
examined in detail, and there is conflicting evidence regarding the existence of projections to some of the individual anterior nuclei (Valenstein and Nauta, '59; Poletti and
Creswell, '77). Furthermore, it is not known whether different portions of the hippocampal formation project to different regons within these thalamic nuclei and whether they
project through different routes. The present study addressed these issues.
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The origin of the hippocampothalamic projections was
first determined by mapping the retrograde transport of
horseradish peroxidase (HRP)from the thalamus in a series
of cynomolgus monkeys (Mucacu fasciculuris). An earlier
study by Krayniak et al. ('79) reported that the most deeply
located cells in the subiculum, presubiculum, and neighbowing retrosplenial cortex supply the projections to the
anterior thalamic nuclei in the squirrel monkey. We sought
to confirm these findings in the macaque and to locate the
origins of other hippocampothalamic projections. In addition, tritiated amino acids were injected into a variety of
hippocampal sites in a second series of monkeys in order to
determine the full thalamic projection fields of the hippocampus. The injections were concentrated in the subicular
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cortex, as this region has previously been reported to give
rise to the thalamic projections (Rosene and Van Hoesen,
‘77; Krayniak et al, ’79).
There is evidence that not all of the projections from the
hippocampal formation to the thalamus run in the fornix.
Efferents to the anterior thalamic nuclei and the nucleus
lateralis dorsalis have been observed running in other pathways in the rat (Meibach and Siegel, ’77; Swanson and
Cowan, ’77), and electrophysiological studies of the squirrel
monkey have demonstrated that the hippocampal formation may exert influences on the diencephalon through
nonfornical pathways (Poletti and Sujatanond, ’80). We
therefore examined the hippocampal projections to the thalamus in an additional series of monkeys in which the fornix
had been transected prior to the injection of amino acids.
Fornical transection should not prohibit transport in any
nonfornical pathway, since transection of the fornix does
not bring about retrograde degeneration in the hippocampal formation (Daitz and Powell, ’55).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The subjects were 16 cynomolgus monkeys (Macaca fmcicularis) weighing 3.5-6.8 kg at the time of surgery, and two
rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta)weighing 1.7-2.0 kg. The
animals were tranquilized with ketamine hydrochloride (10
mgkg), anesthetized with Nembutal(35 mgkg), and placed
in a stereotaxic apparatus.
Six cynomolgus monkeys-Al, A2, A3, A5, A7, and A26received injections of horseradish peroxidase in various thalamic regions. Under sterile conditions, bone and dural
flaps were opened above the most medial portion of the
central sulcus. The wall of the left hemisphere was then
retracted and a 5-10-mm portion of the corpus callosum
and the underlying fornix were split longitudinally to expose the thalamic midline. In most cases the fornix fibers
themselves escaped injury. An exception was case Al, in
which the medial half of the fornix was damaged in one
hemisphere.
Injections of 40% HRP (Sigma, type VI) were made with
a 1-pl Hamilton syringe at a rate of 0.01 pV3 minutes. The
volume injected ranged from 0.13 p1 of HRP (A21 to 0.15 p1
(A3, A51 and 0.22 pl (Al). One additional animal (A261
received an injection of 0.09 pl of a 4% solution of HRP
(Sigma, type VI) conjugated with wheat germ agglutin. In
the final animal in the series (A71a 10%solution of HRP in
Tris buffer was delivered iontophoretically through a glass
pipette.
Two days after the injection the monkeys were anesthetized with Nembutal and perfused intracardially with 0.9%
saline followed by a solution of 1%paraformaldehyde and
1.25% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2).
The brains were stored in 30% sucrose buffer at pH 7.2 at
4°C for 3-4 days and then cut in 50-pm coronal sections. A
one-in-five series was treated with tetramethyl benzidene
(TMB) according to the protocols of either Hardy and Heimer (’77) or Mesulam (’78). Alternate treated sections were
dehydrated, counterstained with thionine, and coverslipped, whereas the remainder were simply dehydrated
and coverslipped. The sections were studied under both
brightfield and darkfield illumination.
In the ten other cynomolgus monkeys, an equal-parts
mixture of tritiated proline (New England Nuclear, L42, 3,
4, !j3H], specific activity 139 Ci/mmol) and leucine (New
England Nuclear, L43, 4, 53H], specific activity 111 Ci/
mmol) was injected into the hippocampal region at a final

concentration of 50 pCi/pl. The hippocampus was located
with the aid of electrophysiological recordings made during
the surgery. A varnish-coated tungsten microelectrode was
lowered vertically into the temporal lobe, and the various
cell layers of the hippocampus were distinguished by the
large amplitude of their resting potentials. A 1-p1Hamilton
syringe was then lowered vertically into the hippocampal
region and single injections of 0.11-0.20 pl of the amino
acids mixture were made in cases A12, A14, AF15, AE’19,
and AF23. The other cases-A9, AF24, A25, AF27, and
A28-received multiple injections totalling from 0.24 to
0.44 pl. In one of these cases, AF27, injections were placed
in both the right (AF27-R) and left (AF27-L) hippocampal
region.
After a n interval of 6 or 7 days the monkeys were anesthetized with Nembutal and perfused intracardially with
buffered 10% formol saline. The brains were cut in 33-pm
coronal sections on a freezing microtome and every sixth
section was mounted from either phosphate buffer or Perfix
and coated with Kodak NTB2 emulsion. The sections were
exposed at 4°C for between 2 and 30 weeks, with one series
from every animal being exposed for at least 20 weeks. The
sections were developed in Kodak D19, fixed, and counterstained with thionine.
Five animals, three cynomolgus monkeys (AF15, AF19,
AF27) and two rhesus monkeys (AF23, AF24), received
surgical transedions of the fornix 2-12 months prior to the
amino acid injections. The surgical approach was identical
to that used when making the HRP injections into the
thalamus except that after sectioning the corpus callosum
and the hippocampal commissures for a distance of 5-10
mm the entire width of the fornix was severed by coagulation and aspiration.

RESULTS
Anatomical definitions
The nomenclature of the hippocampal region is taken
from the classic study of Lorente de N6 (’34). The term
“hippocampal formation” includes the hippocampus proper
(Ammon’s horn), the dentate gyrus, and the subicular and
entorhinal cortices (Fig. I). The hippocampus proper may
be subdivided into four fields: CA1-4 (though the CA2 field
is difficult to discern in Nissl-stained sections). The subicular cortex is made up of four allocortical areas: the prosubiculum, subiculum, presubiculum, and parasubiculum. The
prosubiculum is adjacent to the CA1 field and represents a
transitional zone between Ammon’s horn and the subiculum. It is distinguished from field CA1 by an alteration in
the pyramidal cell layer-the cells becoming less regular
than in CAl-and by the appearance of a polymorphic cell
layer; also the stratum radiatum, which lies above field
CA1, disappears. The subiculum is distinguished from the
prosubiculum by the complete loss of the regular, Ammonic
pyramidal cells, which are replaced by the more heterogeneous subicular pyramidal cells, and by the further thickening of the deep polymorphic cell layer. The border
between the subiculum and presubiculum is marked by the
appearance of a dense line of compact cells forming layer I1
of the presubiculum. The parasubiculum, which lies more
lateral still, contains spherical cells in layer I1 similar to
those in the presubiculum, but those in the parasubiculum
are more diffuse, and below them lies a wide cell-sparse
layer I11 (Fig. 1).
In the rostra1 hippocampal formation, the parasubiculum
lies adjacent to the entorhinal cortex, distinguishable by its
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Fig. 1. Photomicrograph of Nissl-stained coronal section showing the major subdivisions of the hippocampal
formation discussed in the text (thionine stain).

Abbreviations

amygdala
Amrnon’s horn
alveus
nucleus anterior medialis
nucleus anterior ventralis
bundle of Arnold
nucleus centralis densocellularis
nucleus centralis latocellularis
nucleus centrum medianum
dentate gyrus
fornix
F
H
hippocampus
nucleus lateralis dorsalis
LD
lateral geniculate nucleus
LGN
nucleus medialis dorsalis
MD
MDmc pars magnocellularis
MDpc pars parvicellularis
medial pulvinar
mP
OT
optic tract
P
putamen
Pa
nucleus paraventricularis
Pas
parasubiculum
nucleus paracentralis
Pcn
perirhinal cortex
Per
nucleus parafascicularis
pf
prosubiculum
POS
prorhinal cortex
Pro
presubiculum
PrS
nucleus reticularis
R
nucleus reuniens
Re
S
subiculum
stria medullaris
SM
stria terminalis
ST
TMT mamillothalamic tract
nucleus ventralis anterior
VA
VAmc pars magnocellularis
X
area X

A
AH
AL
AM
AV
BA
Cdc
Clc
CnMd
D

large, well-stained stellate cells forming layer 11, and its
cell-sparse layer IV (lamina dissecans). Rostrally, the iatera1 border of the entorhinal cortex is marked by the prorhinal and perirhinal cortices, which line the medial and
lateral banks, respectively, of the rhinal sulcus (Van Hoesen and Pandya, ’75). Caudally, the entorhinal cortex lies
adjacent t o the cortex of the parahippocampal gyrus, the
cytoarchitectonic areas TH and TF of Bonin and Bailey
(‘47).
The thalamic nomenclature is taken from the description
of the thalamus of Macaca mulatta by Olszewski (‘52). The
anterior thalamic group is composed of three nuclei; anterior medialis (AM), anterior ventralis (AV), and anterior
dorsalis (AD). Nuclei AM and AV are separated by an indistinct border marked by a diminution of cell density in AV
as compared to that in AM. The smallest nucleus, AD, is
contained within a distinct fiber capsule.

HRP experiments
Figure 2 depicts the extent of the thalamic injections in
three of the six cases. The injection site is defined as that
region in which dense HRP reaction product is visible under brightfield illumination.
The extensive bilateral injection in animal A1 (Fig. 2)
was particularly informative because the fornix had been
damaged unilaterally, making it possible to compare directly the origin of any fornical and nonfornical thalamic
inputs. The injection filled the anterior, midline, and medial nuclei in both hemispheres but did not involve the
nucleus lateralis dorsalis. A large accumulation of retrograde label was found in the hippocampal region of the
hemisphere with the intact fornix. A dense sheet of HRP-
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Fig. 2. Extent of HRP injections in cases A l , A5, and A26 mapped onto
standard coronal sections a t five different rostrocaudal levels through the
thalamus (level 3 is shown twice). The sections have been spht at the

midline and depict the hemisphere with the greatest spread of HRP. Areas
in black represent the regions in which the underlying cytoarchitecture is
completely masked by the HRP reaction product.

positive cells extended throughout the rostrocaudal limit of
the deepest layers of the prosubiculum and subiculum (Fig.
3). The greatest density of label occurred in the rostral
hippocampal region. This label, which was heaviest in the
subiculum, was almost entirely restricted to polymorphic
cells, with only a few deep pyramidal cells being labeled in
addition. The labeled polymorphic cells continued into the
presubiculum, while a few of the deepest pyramidal cells in
those parts of field CA1 adjacent to the prosubicular border
also contained HRP label. HRP-positive cells were also scattered throughout layers 111 and V of the entorhinal, prorhinal, and perirhinal cortices. This label became noticeably less dense caudal to the amygdala. More caudal still,
layers V and VI of the adjacent parahippocampal cortex
were found to contain many labeled cells.

In the other hemisphere of case A l , the medial half of the
fornix had been extensively damaged, and no retrograde
transport could be observed in this pathway. As a consequence, no labeled cells were observed in the subicular
cortex. In contrast, the entorhinal and parahippocampal
cortices contained comparable numbers of labeled cells in
both hemispheres. This indicates that most or all of the
entorhinothalamic projections are carried in pathways other
than the fornix.
The other cases in this series received more selective HRP
injections. These injections were restricted to either the
anterior (A26) or posterior (A3, A5, A7) medial thalamic
regions. The injection in animal A26 involved the nuclei
anterior medialis, centralis latocellularis, alaris, rotundus,
and the rostral halves of the nuclei paraventricularis and
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Fig. 3. Darkfield (left) and brightfield (right) photomicrographs showing the distribution of HRP-positive cells
in the subicular cortex in case Al.

reuniens (Fig. 2). The numerous HRP-positive cells found
in the hippocampal region were restricted to the prosubiculum, subiculum, and the adjacent portion of the presubiculum. Once again, nearly all of the label was located in the
deep polymorphic cells, although occasional deep pyramidal
cells also contained label. The subiculum contained the
majority of labeled cells, the greatest number being present
in the more rostral hippocampal regions. Neither the entorhinal, prorhinal, and perirhinal regions nor areas TH and
TF contained any retrograde label.
Three monkeys (A3, A5, A7) received very similar injections involving the caudal midline nuclei and the magnocellular portion of the nucleus medialis dorsalis (Fig. 2).
These injections extended laterally into the medial aspect
of the parvicellular portion of the nucleus medialis dorsalis
and rostrally into the caudal edge of the nucleus centralis
densocellularis. The anterior thalamic nuclei were not
involved.
These three animals had comparable patterns of hippocampal label. A very small number of labeled cells were
found among the polymorphic cells in the most rostral
portions of the subiculum and prosubiculum. Additional
labeled cells were scattered through layers I11 and V of the
entorhinal, prorhinal, and perirhinal cortices, the number
of such cells decreasing caudal to the level of the amygdala.
A few labeled cells were also present in layers V and VI of
areas TH and TF. In animals A3 and A5 labeled fibers were
observed linking the entorhinal cortex with the thalamus.
These fibers were traced from the entorhinal region around
the lateral and rostral margins of the amygdala and across
the substantia innominata before they joined the inferior
thalamic peduncle. However, it was not possible to determine whether these fibers contained anterograde or retrograde label.
In summary, the HRP experiments indicate that the
deeply located polymorphic cells of the subiculum and prosubiculum provide the major input to the anterior and
midline nuclei and that these projections run exclusively in
the fornix. In contrast, pyramidal cells in the entorhinal,
prorhinal, perirhinal, and parahippocampal cortices project

to the posterior medial thalamic region. This second group
of efferents appears to run in the inferior thalamic peduncle.

Autoradiographicexperiments
Normal animals. Figure 4 depicts the size and locus of
the injection sites in the normal animals. The size of each
injection was defined as the region in which an appreciable
accumulation of silver grains could be observed in the perikarya after a development period of at least 6 weeks. The
injections involved the subiculum at its rostral (A12, A14),
middle (A25), and caudal (A281 levels.
The rostral hippocampal injections in cases A12 and A14,
which produced similar patterns of thalamic label, are described first. Both injections filled the subiculum and some
of the adjacent prosubiculum (Figs. 4, 5), and the injection
in case A12 also extended into the deepest cell layer of the
entorhinal cortex. Labeled fibers could be traced from the
injection sites along the alveus, to the border with the
fimbria, some fibers staying in the alveus, others passing
into the fimbria (Fig. 6 ) . These fibers then entered the
posterior columns of the fornix and ran rostrally in the
medial half of the fornix. Labeled postcommissural fornical
fibers could be seen joining the very rostral limit of the
thalamus before turning caudally to pass through the superficial thalamus between the stria terminalis and the
stria medullaris. These fibers then joined the capsule
around the anterior thalamic nuclei, the majority coursing
between AV, AD, and the superficial thalamus.
The anterior nuclei contained considerable terminal label
in both cases A12 and A14. The densest label extended
ipsilaterally throughout AV and the dorsal and lateral portions of AM (Fig. 7). A symmetrical but lighter pattern of
termination was observed contralaterally in AM, but, in
contrast, there was almost no label contralaterally in AV.
The fibers reaching the contralateral hemisphere crossed
not in the fornix but in the rostral head of the thalamus.
Despite the many labeled fibers around AD, there appeared
to be little termination within this nucleus.
Labeled fibers could be followed caudally into the nucleus
lateralis dorsalis (LD). Terminal label was scattered
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Fig. 4. Distribution of amino-acid injections throughout the rostrocaudal extent of the hippocampus. Depicted
are the injection sites in both the normal cases (A) and the cases with fornix transections (AF).
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Fig. 5. Brightfield photomicrographs showing amino-acid injections centered in the subicular cortex in animals
A14 (left) and AF15 (right).

throughout the ipsilateral LD, and there was a clear concentration of silver grains in the dorsal portion of this
nucleus (Figs. 7, 8).A light patch of terminal label was also
present in the most dorsomedial portion of the medial pulvinar (Fig. 6). An additional diagonal patch of label was
also present in the caudal half of the medial pulvinar in
case A12.
Light accumulations of silver grains were found in some
of the rostral midline nuclei. Bilateral label was present
throughout the nucleus centralis latocellularis and the rostral half of the nucleus reuniens. The label in the nucleus
reuniens, which was confined to the medial regions of the
nucleus, was appreciably lighter in the contralateral hemisphere. Very light label was observed in the rostral portion
of the nucleus paraventricularis in case A14. Finally, in
case A12, there were very light patches of label in the
magnocellular portion of the nucleus medialis dorsalis.
Although a pattern of thalamic label generally similar to
that just described was found in cases A25 and A28, in
which the middle (A25) and caudal (A281 regions of the
hippocampal formation were injected, some minor differences were observed. For example, the extensive injection
in case A28, which filled the caudal extent of the hippocampal formation, including all of the prosubiculum, subiculum, and the adjacent border of the presubiculum, resulted
in label throughout AM, AD, and AV, the label in AV being
especially heavy (Fig. 7). In the contralateral hemisphere
of this case, a symmetrical, but lighter, pattern of label was
observed in AM, while AV and AD contained very few silver
grains. The label in LD was now concentrated in the medial
and ventral portions of the ipsilateral nucleus (Figs. 7, 8).
There was in addition a very light scattering of label in the
most medial portion of LD in the contralateral hemisphere.
The midline label matched that observed in cases A12 and
A14 except that a light scattering of silver grains was also
present in nuclei rotundus and centralis densocellularis.
There was no evidence of a projection to the pulvinar or to
the nucleus medialis dorsalis.

Although a projection to the nucleus paraventricularis
was found in the present study in only one case (A14),
evidence of this same projection had been obtained in an
earlier study (Aggleton and Mishkin, '84) from two additional cases (A4 and A13) in which the injections of amino
acids had involved the amygdala and the adjacent pes hippocampus and subiculum. Since injections restricted to the
amygdala in that study had yielded no label in nucleus
paraventricularis, it was concluded that the terminal label
in the two positive cases had been transported from the
hippocampal formation. This evidence of a light projection
from the rostral portion of the hippocampal formation to
the nucleus paraventricularis is consistent with the finding
of a handful of retrogradely labeled cells in the most rostral
subicular regions of those animals with HRP injections
involving the nucleus medialis dorsalis and the nucleus
paraventricularis (A3, A5, A7).
Fornix trunsectiow. Three cynomolgus monkeys (AF'15,
AF19, AF27) and two rhesus monkeys (AF23, AF24) received complete transections of the fornix. There was no
evidence in these cases of any cellular degeneration in
either the hippocampus or thalamus. Amino acids were still
transported from the hippocampus to the fornix via the
alveus, but the label stopped at the transection (Fig. 6).
It was possible to follow nonfornical fibers to the thalamus in all but one case. In this one animal (AF19) the
injection was restricted to fields CA3 and CA4 (Fig. 4). In
those cases in which the injection involved the subicular
cortex (AF15, AF24, AF27-L), nonfornical projections could
be discerned in the temporopulvinar bundle of Arnold m i tlock and Nauta, '56; Klingler and Gloor, '60). Some of these
fibers left the subicular cortex to run laterally around the
lateral ventricle and into the temporal stem before turning
medially and travelling between the putamen and the tail
of the caudate nucleus in the sublenticular limb of the
internal capsule (Fig. 6). Other fibers ran rostrally in the
angular bundle to reach the level of the caudal amygdala
before turning dorsally in the external capsule and then
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A 14

AF 24

Fig. 6. Series of coronal sections illustrating the fornical and nonfornical
routes to the thalamus. Labeled fibers, shown as dashes, are depicted in the
normal case A14 (top) and in two animals with fornix transections AF24
(middle) and AF23 (bottom). The fornical label illustrated in case AF24

could not be seen rostra1 to the transection. Dots represent terminal diencephalic label. Successive sections are approximately 3 mm apart. Terminal
label outside the thalamus is not considered in the present report.
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Fig. 7. Series of darkfield photomicrographs showing the pattern of terminal label in the anterior thalamic
nuclei (A-C) and the nucleus lateralis dorsalis (D-F) in two normal cases, A14 (A and D) and A28 (B and E), and
a case with a fornix transection, AF27-R (C and F).

joining the sublenticular limb ofthe internal capsule. These
different projections travelled in discrete fascicles that
merged at the level of the lateral geniculate nucleus to
form part of the bundle of Arnold (Fig. 6). At first these
efferents ran adjacent to the lateral edge of the stria terminalis but they gradually crossed over the dorsal margin
of the stria so that by the level of the caudal hippocampus

they were medial to the stria terminalis (Fig. 6). The labeled fibers then passed into the lateral and ventral edges
of the caudal medial pulvinar, some appearing to terminate
in this nucleus. Other fibers curved around and through
the caudal limits of the medial pulvinar before turning
rostrally in its dorsomedial surface to reach the nucleus
lateralis dorsalis. Similar, but heavier, patterns of nonforn-
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NORMAL C A S E S

F O R N I X TRANSECTED CASES
Fig. 8. Series of coronal sections through the nucleus lateralis dorsalis. These sections, which show the rostra1
(l),middle (2), and caudal (3) portions of the nucleus, depict the range of terminal sites in both normal cases
(upper) and cases with fornix transections (lower). Successive sections are approximately 1.5 mm apart.

ical efferents were observed in those cases in which the
injections involved the entorhinal, prorhinal, and perirhinal cortices (AF23, Fig. 6; -27-R).
In most cases terminal label was present in the caudal
portions of the medial pulvinar. When the injection was
restricted to the subicular complex, this label was located
in the most dorsomedial region of the caudal pulvinar
(AF15,AF27-L).By contrast, injections involving the entorhinal regions produced a diagonal band of label angled
toward this dorsomedial region (AF23, Fig. 6; AF27-R).The
density of these pulvinar projections was comparable to
that seen in the normal animals.
It was possible to follow silver grains rostrally along the
dorsal surface of the pulvinar into nucleus lateralis dorsalis. An injection restricted to the subiculum (AF15)resulted in a light scattering of label throughout the
rostrocaudal extent of the central regions of the LD (Figs.
5 , 8). Other animals contained different patterns of label in
the LD (Fig. 6).With the exception of cases AF23 and AF27R, in which the injections involved the entorhinal, prorhinal, and perirhinal cortices, the label in the LD in the
fornix-transected cases appeared markedly lighter than that
observed in the normal animals.
Following fornix transection there was no evidence of a
projection to any of the anterior or midline nuclei (Figs. 6,
7). Light patches of' label were seen, however, in the mag-

nocellular portion of the nucleus medialis dorsalis in case
AF27-R similar to that found in the normal animal, A12.
In both of these cases the injections had involved the entorhinal complex, although the label in case -27-R may also
have reflected the spread of the injection into area TE
(Whitlock and Nauta, '56).

DISCUSSION
The present study has demonstrated that the majority of
hippocampothalamic projections in the cynomolgus monkey
arise from the subicular cortex and terminate in the anterior nuclei, the nucleus lateralis dorsalis, and various rostral midline nuclei. These results confrm and extend
previous findings (Valenstein and Nauta, '59; Poletti and
Creswell, '77; Krayniak et al., '79). In addition, the present
study has revealed the existence of a light nonfornical projection from the subicular cortex to the medial pulvinar and
the nucleus lateralis dorsalis. Other nonfornical projections
were found to arise in the entorhinal regions and to terminate in at least three nuclei-medialis dorsalis, the medial
pulvinar, and lateralis dorsalis.

Origin of the hippocampal projection to the
thalamus
The HRP and autoradiographic experiments revealed that
the hippocampal inputs to the anterior and midline nuclei
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originate in the subicular cortex. These projections arise
primarily from the polymorphic cells composing the deepest
cell layer of the subicular complex, although a limited number of deep pyramidal cells in this region also appear to
innervate the thalamus. The majority of these subicular
efferents originate in the subiculum proper, but the prosubiculum and a limited portion of the presubiculum also contribute to the projection. Similar results were obtained in
the squirrel monkey by Krayniak et al. ('791, except that
these investigators did not report labeled cells in the prosubiculum. In the present study a distinct rostrocaudal
gradient was found in the density of these thalamic projections, the greatest number arising from the rostral hippocampal formation.
In addition to the subicular efferents to the anterior and
midline nuclei, the autoradiographic experiments demonstrated that both the subicular and entorhinal regions project to the nucleus lateralis dorsalis, and also that the
entorhinal cortex innervates the nucleus medialis dorsalis.
The projection to the nucleus medialis dorsalis arises from
pyramidal cells in layers I11 and V of the entorhinal, prorhinal, and perirhinal cortices.
The overall pattern of results is very similar to that found
in rats, in which it has been shown that the prosubiculum,
subiculum, presubiculum, and possibly the parasubiculum
supply the hippocampal input to the anterior thalamic nuclei and the nucleus lateralis dorsalis (Swanson and Cowan,
'77; Meibach and Siegel, '77; Sikes et al., '77). Those studies
also reported that, as in the monkey, it is the deepest cell
layer of the subicular cortex that provides the thalamic
projection (Sikes et al., '77).

The anterior thalamic nuclei
The heaviest hippocampothalamic projections terminate
in the anterior nuclei. The efferents leave the subicular
cortex and run caudally and medially in the alveus, before
joining the fornix. These fibers then travel in the medial
half of the subcallosal fornix before descending in the postcommissural fornix. They then pass caudally along the
dorsal margin of the thalamus, between the stria terminalis and stria medullaris, to terminate in the anterior nuclei. There was no evidence that the entorhinal region
contributes to this projection.
The subicular cortex was found to project bilaterally
throughout the nucleus anterior medialis (AM). The pattern of termination within the AM appears to be bilaterally
symmetrical, although the contralateral projection is substantially lighter. In contrast, the projection to the nucleus
anterior ventralis (AV), which may be even heavier than
the one to AM, is almost entirely ipsilateral. While many
fibers course around the nucleus anterior dorsalis (AD),
only a few appear to terminate within this nucleus. Although the different amino acid injections produced slightly
different patterns of terminal label within the various anterior nuclei, no topographical organization could be discerned. The pattern of results in the anterior nuclei differs
from previous conflicting studies, which used the less-sensitive degeneration technique. Thus Poletti and Cresswell
('77) found no evidence of a fornical projection to the AM in
a New World monkey, while Valenstein and Nauta ('59)
indicated that the heaviest termination was in the AM and
AD.
Comparable projections to the anterior nuclei have been
described in nonprimate species, including rats (Meibach
and Siegel, '77; Swanson and Cowan, '77) and cats (Niimi,
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'78; Irle and Markowitsch, '82). The projections in the rat
resemble those observed in the macaque, with efferent fibers running from the subiculum and presubiculum in the
postcommissural fornix to terminate in all of the anterior
nuclei (Meibach and Siegel, '77). In addition, these authors
described a projection from the prosubicular and retrosplenial cortices, which runs bilaterally to the AM in the
internal capsule rather than in the fornix. Although there
was no evidence of such a projection in the current study,
we did observe a subicular input to the nucleus lateralis
dorsalis that passed through the internal capsule.

Nucleus lateralis dorsalis
Both the subicular and entorhinal cortices project to the
nucleus lateralis dorsalis (LD). Interestingly, however, the
majority of the subicular efferents to the LD seem to be
carried in the fornix, while the inputs from the entorhinal
region appear to run predominantly through the bundle of
Arnold. Both projections are almost entirely ipsilateral,
unlike the inputs to the anterior nuclei. The fornical projection is a caudal continuation of the projection to the anterior nuclei, while the nonfornical projections leave the
hippocampus in the angular bundle and temporal stem and
course around the lateral ventricle. These efferent fibers
then run caudally in fascicles within the sublenticular limb
of the internal capsule to reach the pulvinar, the fibers
forming part of the temporopulvinar bundle of Arnold (Whitlock and Nauta, '56; Klingler and Gloor, '60). These h i p
pocampal projections then continue through and around the
caudal limits of the medial pulvinar before reaching the
LD.
The subicular projection to the LD has a coarse topographic organization. The rostral subicular region terminates most heavily in the dorsal portions of the LD, the
midsubicular region terminates most heavily in the central
portions of the LD, and the caudal subicular region terminates in the ventral and medial regions of the LD (Fig. 8).
At the same time there is considerable overlap between the
LD projections from the different hippocampal levels. The
nonfornical projections to the LD may show a similar topography (Fig. 8).
This is the first report of a nonfornical projection running
from the hippocampal formation to the thalamus in the
primate. There is, however, evidence that such connections
exist in the rat. It has been reported that the LD receives
inputs from the presubiculum, parasubiculum, and postsubiculum that run in both the fornix and the posterior
thalamic radiations (Swanson and Cowan, '771, although
the relative contribution of the two routes could not be
determined, since the fornix was always left intact. An
additional point of similarity is that, as in the monkey,
there may be a topographical relationship between the subicular cortex and the LD, although the details of this
pattern have not yet been established in the rat (Swanson
and Cowan, '77).

Midline thalamic nuclei
The subicular cortex gives rise to light-to-moderate bilateral projections that terminate in the midline nuclei, particularly the nuclei centralis latocellularis and reuniens. These
projections take the same route initially as those terminating in the anterior nuclei but then diverge from them in
the rostral pole of the thalamus. The input to the nucleus
centralis latocellularis is bilateral and uniform, whereas
the input to the nucleus reuniens appears heaviest in the
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rostral and medial halves of the ipsilateral nucleus. It is
interesting to note that the amygdala, also, projects to the
rostral portion of the nucleus reuniens but terminates
mainly in the lateral half of this structure (Aggleton and
Mishkin, '84). More restricted bilateral projections from the
subicular cortex were found in the nuclei rotundus, centralis densocellularis, and paraventricularis. None of these
midline connections appears to be topographically organized. These findings of terminations in the thalamic midline confirm and extend those of Poletti and Cresswell ('771,
who described fornical fibers projecting to the nuclei reuniens and paraventricularis in the squirrel monkey.

Pulvinar
The present study uncovered evidence of a light hippocampal projection to the medial pulvinar which has not
been previously described. This projection appears to travel
entirely via the temporopulvinar bundle of Arnold, inasmuch as no consistent differences were found between those
animals in which the fornix was cut and those in which it
was intact. The hippocampal projection thus appears to
take the same route as the efferents from the temporal pole
to the pulvinar, which also run in the bundle of Arnold
N i t l o c k and Nauta, '56).
Two patterns of termination were observed in the medial
pulvinar. The subicular projection appeared to terminate
lightly in the most dorsomedial portion of the caudal medial
pulvinar. A heavier input arose from the entorhinal regions
and this one terminated in a more central region of the
nucleus. There was no evidence that these ipsilateral connections were otherwise topographically organized.

Nucleus medialis dorsalis
I€ is sometimes reported that the hippocampus projects
through the fornix to the nucleus medialis dorsalis (see
O'Keefe and Nadel, '78; Heilman and Sypert, '77). This
notion appears to have originated in the study of Valenstein
and Nauta ('591, who described degeneration in the magnocellular portion of the nucleus medialis dorsalis following
transection of the fornix. The present study found no evidence of such a fornical input, and it seems most likely that
the projection described by Valenstein and Nauta, which
travelled in the stria medullaris, was a consequence of the
diencephalic damage that these animals sustained during
surgery.
The present study did uncover evidence, however, of a
light nonfornical projection from the entorhinal, prorhinal,
and perirhinal cortices to the magnocellular portion of the
nucleus medialis dorsalis. HRP injections centered in the
nucleus medialis dorsalis consistently produced retrograde
label in pyramidal cells in layers I11 and V of the entorhinal
region, while some of the cases with amino acid injections
which involved the entorhinal cortex contained terminal
label in the same nucleus. This entorhinal-medialisdorsalis
projection courses through the inferior thalamic peduncle
rather than the fornix (Aggleton and Mishkin, '84). There
was evidence that the parahippocampal cortices (areas TH
and TF) may also contribute to this projection.

Reciprocity of the hippocampothalamic connections
There is evidence that all of the projections running from
the subiculum through the fornix to the thalamus are reciprocated (Amaral and Cowan, '80). Furthermore, these reciprocal projections show the same pattern of unilateral and
bilateral termination. Thus, the subicular cortex projects

bilaterally to the anterior and midline nuclei and in turn
receives bilateral inputs from these same nuclei, along with
an input from the nucleus parataenialis (Amaral and
Cowan, '80).
In contrast to the subicular-thalamic connections, those
between the entorhinal region and the thalamus do not
appear to be reciprocated. Thus, neither the nucleus medialis dorsalis nor the medial pulvinar has been shown to
project back to the hippocampal formation (Amaral and
Cowan, '80; De Vito, '80).Also, the input from the anterior
nuclei to the entorhinal cortex (Amaral and Cowan, '80)
does not appear to be matched by a reciprocal entorhinothalamic connection.

Hippocampothalamic projections and memory
The fornix carries the massive hippocampal inputs to the
thalamus and the mamillary bodies, thereby linking those
temporal and diencephalic regions that have been repeatedly implicated in anterograde amnesia (see review by
Brierley, '77). This suggests that the hippocampal-fornixdiencephalic axis is critical for normal memory. Yet, surprisingly, damage to the fornix in man does not appear to
disturb memory (Woolsey and Nelson, '751, or at least not
severely (Sweet et al., '59). One possible explanation is that
there are direct nonfornical hippocampodiencephalic projections that can compensate for damage to the fornix. The
present study tested whether such connections exist.
It was found that the hippocampal inputs to the anterior
and midline thalamic nuclei run solely through the fornix.
Similarly, all of the hippocampal projections to the mamillary bodies appear to take the same route (unpublished
results). The present study did reveal nonfornical projections from the hippocampal formation terminating in the
nucleus lateralis dorsalis and the medial pulvinar. It is
unlikely, however, that either of these additional connections can account for the mnemonic sparing observed after
damage to the fornix, since each of these projections is light
and there is no strong evidence linking either of their
projection targets to amnesia (Brierley, '77).
A more plausible explanation concerns the temporal-lobe
connections with the nucleus medialis dorsalis, a nucleus
which has been repeatedly implicated in amnesia (Victor et
al., '71; Markowitsch, '82; Aggleton and Mishkin, '83).Both
the amygdala and the entorhinal cortex appear to project
to the medial, magnocellular division of this nucleus
through the inferior thalamic peduncle (Aggleton and
Mishkin, '84). This suggests the existence of a second limbodiencephalic mnemonic system, one which could indeed
compensate for the effects of fornical damage. Such a proposal is strengthened by evidence that amygdaloid damage
contributes to "temporal-lobe amnesia" (Mishkin, '78;
Saunders et al., '85) and by the finding that transection of
the fibers running into the inferior thalamic peduncle can
markedly exaggerate the mnemonic deficits produced by
fornix transection in monkeys (Bachevalier et al., '84). That
both the amygdalothalamic and entorhinothalamic projections contribute to this second limbodiencephalic memory
system is suggested by recent experimental evidence (Murray et al., '85) indicating that damage to both projections,
in combination with damage to the subicular-thalamic projections, may be necessary to produce a total failure of
recognition memory.
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